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NEW
SPL SHOW NEO

A WALL
OF SOUND
ANYWHERE
YOU LIKE!

Compact and lightweight, the new
spl neo systems are extremely
loud and do not fear nature
elements for an unlimited fun in
every condition!
SV 165 NEO - SV 200 NEO
New SV 165 NEO and SV 200 NEO feature compact dimensions
and light weight preserving excellent performance thanks to the
use of Neodymium N38 H for the motor units.
To allow a safe outdoor use without discoloration over time,
cones has waterproofing and anti-UV treatment and motor units
is painted with cataphoresis with insulated lead-wires to avoid
oxidation. The terminals and mounting holes are compatible for
installation on Harley-Davidson motorbikes!
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SPL MIDRANGE
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ST 25 NEO - ST 35 NEO
BULLET TWEETER

To obtain a fast refurbishment during SPL competition where bullet tweeters are often overloaded, ST Neo are ready for an easy
replacement of the voice-coil body kit.
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NEO line bullet tweeters available with 25 mm voice coil (ST 25 NEO) or 35 mm voice
coil (ST 35 NEO), are a totally new project, lighter and more compact compared to the
previous ST and with superior performance thanks to the use of Neodymium N38 H
for the motor units and a FEM (Finite Element Method) optimized driver/horn design.
Bullets tweeters are available in “Active” version (tweeter only), and in “Kit” version,
with metallic mesh grille and inline crossover filter included.
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SX 165 NEO - SX 690
SPL MIDRANGE

Totally new NEO SPL coaxial SX 165 NEO and SX 690 NEO
cones are made with nature-proof high stiffness pressed-paper
featuring innovative water/humidity resistant and anti-UV
treatments.
The double layer copper voice coil, wound on polyamide former
ensures unparalleled power handling.
New motors units are made of special Neodymium N38 H to
obtain a minimum bulk and increased performance.

SX 690 is a real beast with an Hi-SPL Mid-Hi unit based
on 1.4” dome tweeter and 1” dome supertweeter with
resettable solid-state protection circuit.
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SX 165 NEO features a large Hi-SPL 1.4” PEI dome tweeter with
resettable solid-state protection circuit and a protective rubber
gasket for high SPL and a safe outdoor use.

